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Supporting teachers to plan
and organise domestic and
overseas educational visits
with confidence

OVERVIEW
Each year over half a million students benefit from a school residential trip abroad.
These educational visits provide students with real world experience, giving their
classroom-based learning context and relevancy.
An educational visit abroad provides a unique opportunity for pupils to acquire fresh
perspective, broaden their understanding, grow in confidence and develop
independent thinking and leadership skills.
These experiences are especially vital to students who will not have the opportunity
to experience visiting another country, a museum or historic monument if not for their
school residential.

COVID-19
On 12 March 2020, in response to the Covid-19 pandemic, the Department for Education
strongly advised colleges and schools against all overseas visits for those under 18 until
further notice.
1
These restrictions have severely impacted on the educational tour sector with the immediate
and ongoing cessation of all business. In addition, the sector is subject to advice and
guidelines from three different departments, the Department for Education, Foreign and
Commonwealth Office (now the Foreign, Commonwealth and Overseas Development Office)
and Public Health England. This advice has occasionally been contradictory in nature.
In order to maintain the viability of the school travel sector, ensure these crucial learning
opportunities aren’t lost and the survival of the Learning Outside the Classroom Quality
Badge accreditation, it is recommended that the Department for Education establishes a
timeline and process for the resumption of educational visits as soon as practicable through:
The removal of guidance against planning for future overnight educational visits
Consistent cross-departmental messaging
Clear communication to the education sector regarding the value of these experiences
Adequate risk protection for schools
Financial support for school tour and travel operators

This is a summary of the full report commissioned by School Travel Forum on behalf of its
active members, who specialise in organising educational visits. Extensive interviews and
were conducted in order to compile this report.

1 https://www.gov.uk/government/news/government-advises-schools-and-colleges-to-cancel-overseas-trips

AIMS &
OBJECTIVES
The aim of this report is to help the Department for Education (DfE) and other stakeholders
understand the issues surrounding overnight school visits in the UK and overseas, offer
solutions and highlight the value and importance of a specialist industry, whose
disappearance would deprive schools of the ease and ability to utilise trusted educational
tour operators whose industry certification provides reassurance of best practice and
excellence via the Learning Outside the Classroom Quality Badge (LOtC QB).
Four objectives have been identified:
1. Enable the resumption of domestic and overseas school visits in line with government
relaxation of travel restrictions
2. Increase confidence that domestic and overseas school visits can be undertaken safely
and securely in the future
3. Support educational tour operators to organise domestic and overseas school visits in
line with health, safety and security best practice
4. Promote understanding of the challenges and concerns that face schools and colleges,
and by doing so, identify and provide solutions

CURRENT LANDSCAPE
On 12 March 2020, at the beginning of the Covid-19 outbreak, the DfE embargoed all school
travel with immediate effect. This directive was initiated before the FCO banned all nonessential travel, meaning that educational travel was one of the first sectors to be impacted
by the pandemic. In recent months there has been a flexible approach by the FCDO to some
overseas travel; however, the DfE still has a prohibition on domestic and overseas school
residential visits, meaning that as well as being amongst the first industries to be adversely
affected by Covid-19, specialist educational travel companies are also likely to be amongst
the last to have restrictions eased.
Example overseas educational visit planning timelines:

SCHOOL TRAVEL
FORUM MEMBERS
Since mid-March 2020, STF members have seen the cancellation of all residential school
trips, and still have no date for the resumption of their revenue stream. Whilst some
government support such as furlough has been welcome, they have endured months without
revenue, and have been obliged to make significant refunds to schools with little to no
recompense from their own overseas suppliers.
Whilst the new academic year would normally bring a flood of new enquiries and bookings,
STF members have seen almost no market activity with schools reluctant to consider future
trips until there is more certainty on their ability to travel and to do so with safety and
financial security in place. Schools are unable to obtain insurance cover for future trips or
increased premiums are prohibitive, which is preventing schools from planning and booking
visits for later in the 2020/21 academic year or for 2021/22.
Members have already been forced to make redundancies and without a clearer view on
when they will once again be able to generate income, further staffing cuts and the loss of
highly valued expertise will be inevitable.

GOVERNMENT ADVICE
& GUIDANCE
Since the initial guidance from the DfE to schools in March 2020 to cease all overseas travel,
there has been limited guidance and the advice that has been given from different
departments has, on occasion, appeared contradictory or confusing.
The current messages are creating a degree of uncertainty at a time when clarity and
reassurance is required.
Domestic travel, on the whole, is now permitted for the general public but not for school
groups.
Travel corridors have been established for the public but are not available for school
trips.
RPA (the risk protection arrangement for schools) is not protecting schools

THE IMPORTANCE OF
SCHOOL RESIDENTIAL TRIPS
York Consulting's 2015 research into the impact of school residentials (Learning Away) identified
the positive powerful impacts that overnight stays have for young people. These benefits include:
improved achievement, attainment and progress
new and developing skills and understanding
improved learner engagement and motivation
greater enjoyment of learning
improved behaviour and attendance
significantly enhanced relationships with both staff and peers
enhanced resilience, confidence and wellbeing
more successful transition experiences
meaningful opportunities to develop and practise leadership skills
raised aspirations
greater cohesion and a sense of belonging 2

HOW STF AND ITS MEMBERS
ARE SUPPORTING SCHOOLS
Pre-Covid, the STF was already acknowledged as the authority on school and youth travel.
Its members are recognised for providing the highest quality experiences for student and
youth travellers, along with best in class health and safety management systems. In addition
to its well-established, robust framework, the STF has further strengthened and updated its
protocols and the requirements of members and their suppliers to allow for the additional
challenges of Covid-19.
During the fast moving COVID-19 situation, the STF has also been working closely with
ABTA and external specialists on behalf of the school travel industry and its members, to
keep them up to date and to provide clear accurate information regarding the implications for
future school travel.
The STF has retained additional health and safety specialists from the STF’s panel of experts
who have previously assisted ABTA with their comprehensive and definitive ‘Post Pandemic
Recovery Guide’, issued to the UK travel industry in summer 2020.
The specialists’ work with the STF has referenced the extensive COVID-19 learning elements
of the ABTA Guide. This has permitted the STF to review, enhance and re-design the STF
Members’ Handbook procedures and template checking documents for accommodation,
transport and activities so that the STF’s required safety management standards are now
100% COVID-19 prepared so that future school visits are assuredly ‘in safe hands’.
The summary of the Handbook changes made, and related actions undertaken, is available in
Appendix ii.
2 www.learningaway.org.uk

RISK & CONTINGENCY PLANNING
On behalf of the STF, working in alignment with, and endorsed by National Guidance
(OEAP), Peregrine Risk Management has developed a framework to support schools. This
framework includes:
Planning, Risk Management and Contingency Guidance for School Visits with supporting
templates and documentation:
Risk Assessment Guidance and Considerations
Risk Assessment Templates (G/SAGE & Formal)
Contingency Planning (Low- and High-Level)
Evacuation Planning

HELPLINE FOR SCHOOLS
Peregrine Risk Management will provide an email helpline to schools to assist in the
compilation of risk assessments and contingency planning, along with providing general
advice and guidance. This support will help steer schools through the potentially challenging
environment created in the wake of the Covid-19 pandemic.

COVID-19 RISK & DESTINATION
TRACKER
The Covid-19 Risk Tracker is a service that will track destination measures, restrictions and
procedures. The tracker will be accessible to all STF members to ensure they remain aware
of destination protocols. This will enable them to take a risk-based approach in addition to
remaining focused on risk and safety.
The tracker will monitor the following areas across 30+ travel destinations:
FCDO Travel Advice
Border Controls
Travel Bridge
Travel Corridor
Quarantine Period (Outbound)
Quarantine Period (Inbound)
Pre-travel testing
Arrival procedures
Stay at Home Controls
Social distancing
PPE requirements

Group size
Measures for Workplace
Measures for Children
Measures for Transportation
Measures for Hospitality
Measures for Tourist Attractions
Measures for Bars
Measures for Restaurants
Measures for Beaches
Restricted Activities

GOVERNMENT SUPPORT
NEEDED
The procedures and support outlined above demonstrates that the STF and its members are
already well placed for the resumption of domestic and overseas educational visits. However,
these specialist organisations need the support of the Government and other groups to
achieve this.
Gaining the confidence of schools is fundamental to the future success of the school travel
industry.
The following recommendations would help ensure the continued viability of educational
travel for the benefit of young people:
Communication
Clear and transparent communication from the Government, driven by a trilateral
approach involving the DfE, FCDO and PHE
To alleviate confusion, where possible, advice and guidance relating to foreign travel
should align with that provided for domestic visits
Risk Protection and Insurance
The RPA Scheme must continue and needs to incorporate Covid-19 cover to provide
reassurance to schools that their money is protected. Government to support STF to work
with the insurance industry to find a long-term solution.
Financial Support
Increase ways to support jobs until departures resume for STF members to enable them
to continue trading, maintain staff, and to implement health and safety protocols
Additional funding for the CLOtC to not only ensure that the LOtC QB continues to exist to
promote health and safety standards, but that this body can continue to support
educational tour operators and schools in the future
Continued Support
Support organisations, such as the STF and CLOtC, to provide ‘best practice’ guidelines
for overseas visit to promote a quick recovery. This ‘best practice’ should enable
educational tour operators to carry out appropriate third-party checks overseas, by
adopting a risk-based approach, and also providing schools with the confidence that they
conduct diligent pre-visit checks. This should align with the existing LOtC QB, government
guidelines, and follow host nation advice and guidance.

RISKS
This report and its recommendations cannot sufficiently stress how important it is to get
educational travel back on the agenda for schools and specialist operators alike. The inability
to find ways to restart domestic and overseas travel for schools within a very short timeframe
poses significant risks.
Failure to support STF members could see the educational travel sector disappear, with the
risk that:
The benefits of residential learning outside the classroom would be lost for the
foreseeable future
When travel resumes, schools would be less supported and have no option but to use
non-specialist, non-certified and inexperienced companies with adverse health and safety
implications at a time when the LOtC Quality Badge kite mark is more relevant and
needed than ever
Teachers would lose the time-saving ease of using school travel specialists to deliver
quality learning experiences
By acting now to align its advice with both the PHE and FCDO to create a clear message to
the industry, the DfE will enable organisations to prepare adequately, and schools to adopt a
proactive approach to the commencement of overseas residential visits. If LOtC Quality
Badged providers disappear, it will leave schools vulnerable and ill prepared to manage the
increasing risks related to overseas residential visits in the wake of the global pandemic.

APPENDIX I
Key Concerns and Data Collection / ‘The Evidence’
To support this report extensive independent interviews, surveys and questionnaires were
conducted.
STF Survey | June 2020 | Educational Tour Operators. ‘Understanding the impact of
Covid-19 pandemic on the school travel sector’
In Safe Hands Interviews | Educational Tour Operators
In Safe Hands Interviews | Outdoor Education Advisory Panel (OEAP), National Guidance,
Council for Learning Outside the Classroom (CLOtC) and Outdoor Council
School Survey | July 2020 | Schools. ‘Understanding the impact of Covid-19 and future
overseas visits’
In Safe Hands Interviews | School Representatives

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
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School Travel Forum, Members and Supporting Agencies
Views and concerns:
Failure to support schools to plan future school visits would see the sector fail, with the
risk that the benefits of learning outside the classroom would be lost
School confidence is paramount; many schools tell us they are unclear as to whether they
are restricted to plan or book travel for any future date, regardless how far ahead
The disappearance of certified LOtC Quality Badge educational tour operators would have
long term detrimental health and safety implications in the event that schools reach out to
non-LOtC Quality Badge providers, potentially increasing health and safety concerns at a
time when this kite mark is arguably more relevant than ever
Concern that when DfE blanket advice against school travel is changed, new guidance
may be unclear or be released without advance notice, creating delays or further
confusion in schools.
Ways forward:
Acknowledgement from across government that Educational Tour Operators have been
significantly impacted and will continue to be until travel can commence (Start to Finish)
A trilateral approach needs to be adopted between DfE, FCDO and PHE
Government guidance and communication needs to be clear
A timeline for a return of domestic and overseas school visits needs to be developed to
assist Tour Operators and to allow schools to forward plan; we are aware this may need
to be adjusted
The RPA Scheme needs to continue Covid cancellation cover and extend availability to
schools in Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland
Extend the furlough or job support scheme to STF members until such time that school
trips depart after lifting of DfE restrictions

OEAP
Views and concerns:
Through their dealings with schools, Outdoor Education Advisers (OEAs) have determined
that:
Schools have no idea when international travel will be permitted so cannot commit or
forward plan
Schools are aware that the situation must remain fluid
Schools have concerns and unknowns regarding insurance and funding/deposit security
An ‘LOtC Covid-Ready’ badge issued by the CLOtC would be an excellent way to gain
confidence and speed up travel needs
OEAs also have safeguarding concerns, both domestic and especially overseas
The current default position of the OEAP is to follow PHE guidelines
Way forward:
Schools require support in planning visits. Contingency planning is a vital element of this.

Schools
Views and concerns:
The messaging from government in March when travel restrictions for schools were
introduced was unclear and caused confusion
Exam dates have and may continue to move
More children will fall into the vulnerable bracket (funding) and parents could have
experienced unemployment
Some visit leaders are anxious. Some themselves fall into medically vulnerable categories
Concerns regarding residential trips:
Safeguarding concerns when overseas
Security concerns for host nations
Questions around forced quarantine (FCDO guidance)
Concerns over host nation medical services and how these would be managed
Ways forward:
Clear direction from the government to know how and when future trips can be considered
Reassurance that the schools/parents’ money is safe in the event of any Covid-related
cancellations or changes
Sanitation checks/reassurance
Clear guidance and support around risk assessment and contingency planning will be
needed
Funding made available for schools like the current PE and Sport Premium Funding to
help children in financial difficulties partake in school trips

APPENDIX II
Summary of the STF Members' Handbook changes and related
actions undertaken:
Accommodation Supply
All suppliers are required to adhere to their national and local COVID-19 legal and best
practice safety standards via amended contract terms recommended for use by STF
members.
All suppliers’ current operational, licensing, insurance, business continuity, crisis
management and implemented on site COVID-19 safety protocols can be fully assessed
by way of the STF’s Accommodation Business Continuity Checklist before an STF
member re confirms any contract or booking.
Ongoing ‘business as usual’ STF health and safety checklists and on-site audits have
been amended in line with UK travel industry and overseas tourist boards best practice to
include an assessment of supplier safety protocols and business continuity procedures
covering illness and infection controls should a future epidemic or pandemic like COVID19 occur.
All STF checklist and audit documents have been amended to ensure clearer risk
assessment outcomes are recorded and followed up to ensure suppliers achieve the
optimum COVID-19 ready conformity status.
The STF’s accommodation supply ‘Core Values’ contain an additional Incident
Management & Business Continuity section covering epidemics or pandemics such as
COVID-19.

Transport supply
All suppliers’ current operational, licensing, insurance, business continuity, crisis
management and implemented on site COVID-19 safety protocols can be fully assessed
by way of the STF’s Transport Business Continuity Checklist before an STF member reconfirms any contract or booking.
Ongoing ‘business as usual’ STF health and safety checklists and on-site audits have
been amended in line with UK travel industry and overseas tourist boards best practice to
include an assessment of supplier safety protocols and business continuity procedures
covering illness and infection controls should a future epidemic or pandemic like COVID19 occur
All STF checklist and audit documents have been amended to ensure clearer risk
assessment outcomes are recorded and followed up to ensure suppliers achieve the
optimum COVID-19 ready conformity status.
The STF’s transport supply ‘Core Values’ contain an additional Incident Management &
Business Continuity section covering epidemics or pandemics such as COVID-19.

Excursions, Visits & Activities
All suppliers’ current operational, licensing, insurance, business continuity, crisis
management and implemented on-site COVID-19 safety protocols can be fully assessed
by way of the STF’s Excursions & Activities Business Continuity Checklist before an STF
member re-confirms any contract or booking.
Ongoing ‘business as usual’ STF EV1 Visits Questionnaire has been amended in line with
UK travel industry and overseas tourist boards best practice to include an assessment of
supplier safety protocols and business continuity procedures covering illness and
infection controls should a future epidemic or pandemic like COVID-19 occur.
The STF Guidance Notes for members contains an updated 4 steps guide for the safe
delivery of adventurous activities and excursions during the COVID-19 pandemic.

STF Member Health & Safety Training & LOtC Quality Badge Auditing
Online training sessions covering all the STF Handbook safety management COVID 19
amendments have been held by the STF’s safety consultants, ensuring that STF members
will be fully prepared to re-launch their school visits.
Online training held by STF’s auditing consultants to accredit STF member staff as
validated safety auditors with the training content including a COVID-19/Prevention of the
Spread of Infection risk awareness and management section.
The LOtC Quality Badge Auditing process and protocols now include an additional
assessment of an STF member’s safety management procedure to manage COVID 19 or
other epidemic/pandemic risks.

STF Member Guidance Notes & Accommodation & Transport Technical
Guides
The STF Guidance notes for members have been expanded to cover COVID-19
information, including a symptoms and transmission mode summary.
A detailed guide as to the typical COVID-19 prevention and management procedures that
may be in place and being followed by STF suppliers is set out as an aid for STF
members. The measures detailed cover: Personal Hygiene, Sanitisation, Cleaning &
Disinfection, PPE, Capacity & Attendance & Health Checks/Quarantine.
Any measures detailed and in place can then be referenced by the STF member when
assessing checklist and audit information for COVID-19 prior to making their risk outcome
and conformity level decisions for each supplier.

Incident Review Protocols & STF Member Emergency Procedures
The STF Handbook has added an enhanced requirement that members undertake where
appropriate immediate on site or in resort reviews of any COVID-19 or similar illness
outbreaks.
STF members are required in such reviews to consider any additional supplier checking or
auditing that may be required, as well as any possible supplier contract termination
options as a last resort.
STF member’s existing emergency procedures and Duty Officer contact systems will
therefore now include situations arising from a COVID-19 or similar event, so that any
vulnerability or safeguarding of the travelling group including school or staff personnel is
quickly assessed.
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